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DOCUMENT INFORMATION

AGENCY ORIGINATOR : CIA
FROM : COS, MEXICO CITY
TO : CHIEF, EE DIVISION
TITLE : OPERATIONAL - PASSPORT OF CZECH NATIONAL SVATAPLUK OVALID
DATE : 10/31/1963
PAGES : 1

SUBJECTS : PASSPORT
CZECH NATIONAL
OVALID, S

DOCUMENT TYPE : PAPER
CLASSIFICATION : SECRET
RESTRICTIONS : 1B
CURRENT STATUS : RELEASED IN PART PUBLIC - RELEASED WITH DELETIONS
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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10098-10185
Attached hereto is a negative and print of the passport of the following Czech national:

Svataplik OSVALD
born 23 Dec 1921, Brno
Special Passport G-u13082/18240/62.

Willard C. CURTIS

Attachments:
Negative & print

Distribution:
2 - EE, w/atts
1 - WH, w/o atts

CROSS REFERENCE TO DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NUMBER DATE
HMMA-22492 31 October 1963
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SECRET 200-8-19